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Something for the lawyers, the geeks, the physicists, the 
obsessive compulsives, the movie buffs and even the hippies…

It’s not just regulation

What might the future hold?
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Why are we here?

Where exactly are we?

Where are we going?

MiFID, electronic trading and the flash crash

Traceability – To synchronicity and beyond.
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Clock synchronisation has a direct impact in many areas. It contributes to ensuring that

post-trade transparency data can readily be part of a reliable consolidated tape. It is also

essential for conducting cross-venue monitoring of orders and detecting instances of

market abuse and allows for a clearer comparison between the transaction and the market

conditions prevailing at the time of their execution.

market abuse

cross-venue monitoring

consolidated tape.
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“The only reason for time is 

so that everything doesn't 

happen at once.”

“the stock market regulators did not 
possess the information they needed to 
understand the stock markets. The unit of 
trading was now the microsecond, but the 
records kept by the exchanges were by the 
second. There were one million 
microseconds in a second.”
- Michael Lewis, Flash Boys.
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Operators of trading venues and their members or participants may also synchronise

the business clocks they use to record the date and time of any reportable event with

UTC disseminated by a satellite system, provided that any offset from UTC is

accounted for and removed from the timestamp.

Operators of trading venues and their members or participants shall synchronise the

business clocks they use to record the date and time of any reportable event with the

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) issued and maintained by the BIPM timing centres

listed in the latest Bureau International des Poids et Mesures Annual Report on Time

Activities.

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)

UTC disseminated by a satellite system

BIPM timing centres
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Article 4 

Compliance with the maximum divergence requirements 

Operators of trading venues and their members or participants shall

establish a system of traceability to UTC.

They shall be able to demonstrate traceability to UTC by documenting

the system design, functioning and specifications. They shall be able to

identify the exact point at which a timestamp is applied and demonstrate

that the point within the system where the timestamp is applied remains

consistent. Reviews of the compliance with this Regulation of the

traceability system shall be conducted at least once a year.

a system of traceability to UTC

documenting the system design, functioning and specifications

the exact point at which a timestamp is applied

Reviews

once a year
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The indeterminate timestamp
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Low jitter, relative timestamp, provide error bounds

Event
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T1-0 gives event duration
T2-1 gives timestamp duration
T2-0 gives total time
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